Hall of Fame Selection Committee
January 2012 Mid-Year Meeting Report

The initial email call for nominations shall be emailed March 1, 2012, to all ICSA-lists with a deadline for nominations of April 15.

It is requested that the willingness to serve on the part of last year’s committee members be confirmed by each Conference Commissioner and reported to me by March 1, 2012. MAISA-Joe Sullivan; NEISA-Ken Legler; NWICSA-Molly Jackson; PCCSC-Danielle Richards; SAISA-Greg Fisher; SEISA-Karl Kleinschrodt and MCSA-Gail Turluck, or that their replacement be reported.

The nomination process in 2011 did not lead to many nominations. The reason for the lack of nominations was unclear. Unfortunately, there were some nominations that came in very tardy, after the timely nominations had been prepared, distributed and one Committee member had voted. The request for report to Ann Campbell to facilitate award engraving had come by this time as well. It is strongly desired that a strong slate of candidates be nominated annually. Each Conference Commissioner’s leadership is of great importance in this matter, as they are the most likely to be aware of individuals who meet the varying requirements of the awards and they have the best information at hand for tracking those who become eligible from time to time. Each Conference is encouraged to have a permanent item on its last Spring Board Meeting Agenda before April 15 each year to advance appropriate nominations.

Action Item for 2012 Mid-Year Meeting
An action item from the 2011 Annual Meeting report was not reported as having been taken. Please approve adding a line to the Annual Schedule to facilitate and advance awareness of the nominations process:

April 15 – Annual deadline for nomination submission to the ICSA-NA Hall of Fame. For complete information on the process see the ICSA-lists.

It is an honor to continue to serve the ICSA-NA in this position and I remain willing to do so.

Respectfully submitted,

Gail M. Turluck
Chair

December 28, 2011